Abstracf -In this paper a reactive local navigation system is presented, for an autonomous non-holonomic mobile robot navigating in dynamic environments. The reactive navigation system integrates an obstacle detection method 141 and a new reactive collision avoidance method. The sensory perception is based in a laser range finder (LRF) system. Simulation results are presented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed local navigation system in unknown environments with multiple moving objects. The comparison of results are shown, between two different approaches, a Velocily Obstacle P O ) approach and our own, based in the Dynamic Window @W) concept.
I. INTRODUCTION
A typical application for a mobile robot is to assist human beings in indoor. environments, like offices. These robots should be able to react appropriately to unforeseen changes in the environment or to unpredictable objects blocking their trajectories. Local navigation techniques are the ones responsible to achieve these reactive issues. These techniques are sensoybased approaches, using only local sensory information, or an additional small fraction of the world model. Although a considerable amount of work on obstacle avoidance and local navigation for mobile robots exist, many approaches do not consider the dynamic activity of moving obstacles and determine their motion commands without a consistent representation of the surrounding free space. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 11, a brief description of related work is introduced. In Section 111, the dynamic window approach is briefly presented. Section IV, summarises the VO approach. Section V presents the laser range finder (LRF) based obstacle detection system. Section VI introduces the new reactive local navigation method. In Section VII, simulation results are shown with discussion. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VIII.
RELATED WORK
Some of the most popular reactive collision avoidance methods are based on artificial potential fields [ 131, where the robots steering direction is determined assuming that obstacles assert repulsive forces on the robot and the goal asserts attractive forces. These methods are extremely fast and they typically consider only a small subset of obstacles near the robot. An extended version of this approach was introduced in [12]. In the vectorfield histogram approach [2] an occupancy grid representation is used to model the robots environment. The motion direction and velocity of the robot are computed from the transformation of the occupancy information into a histogram description. All these methods calculate the desired motion direction and steering commands in two different steps, which is not acceptable in a dynamic point of view.
The [8] , which determines potential collisions and computes collision-free paths for robots moving in dynamic environments.
DYNAMIC WINDOW APPROACH
The dynamic window (DW) approach [9] is a sensor-based obstacle avoidance technique that takes into account the kinematics and dynamic constraints of differential and synchro-drive robots. Kinematic constraints are taken into account by directly searching the velocity space Vs of the robot. This space is defined by the set of tuples (v,w) of longitudinal velocities v and rotational velocities w that are achievable by the robot.
Among all velocity tuples the ones that are selected are those that allow the robot to stop before it reaches a obstacle, given the current position, current velocity and the acceleration capabilities of the robot. These velocities are called admissible velocities. The set Ya of admissible velocities is defined as
The function dist (v,w) represents the distance to the closest Introducing a rectangular dynamic window, we could reduce the search space to all velocities that can be reached within the next time interval, according to the dynamic limitations of the robot, given its current velocity and its acceleration capabilities. The dynamic window Vd is defined
where h is the time interval during which acceleration:; 3 and ai will be applied and (vc ,me) is the current velocity To determine the next motion command all admissible velocities within the dynamic window are considered, forming the resulting search space Vr defined as Vr=VsnVanVd. Among those a velocity is chosen that maximise a certain objective function (linear combination of three functions) where the alignment of the robot to a goal position, the distance to the closest obstacles and its velocity could be considered, as in the following expression:
The function head(", w ) = 1 -ISl/z, where 0 is thi: angle between the direction of motion and the goal heading, is maximal to trajectories that are directed towards the goal position. For a realistic measure of the target heading we have to consider the dynamics of the rotation, therefore 0 is computed at the predicted position that the robot wi)l reach when exerting maximal deceleration after the next interval. 
IV. VELOCITY OBSTACLE APPROACH
The VO approach [8] creates a velocity space, where sets of object avoiding velocities and object colliding velocities are computed. Avoidance manoeuvres could be done by selecting velocities to avoid a future collision within a given time-horizon, considering the dynamic constraints of the robot.
To compute the VO, we consider two circular objects, A and E, at time to, with velocities vd and Let the circle A represents the mobile robot and the circle 5 represents the obstacle. First, we reduce the mobile robot to a single point i and enlarge the object circle E with the radius of A , creatingb (see Fig.2 The next step is the computation o f the set of velocities that are dynamically reachable by the robot in, the next time interval. The reachable velocities (RV) set is schematically represented in Fig. 2 by the polygon RSTU. The set of reachable avoidance velocities (RAV), is defined as the difference between the RV and the VO, polygons YSTZ and RXWU. A manoeuvre of avoiding obstacle B can be computed by selecting any velocity in RAV, for example with an objective function like (3).
It is also possible to choose different types of avoidance manoeuvres, by selecting on which side of the obstacle the mobile robot will pass. Velocities in RAV sub-set YSTZ will give to the robot the possibility to avoid the obstacle from the rear, and the sub-set RXWU will allow a front side avoidance manoeuvre.
V. LRF BASED OBSTACLE DETECTION
Our object detection system [4] is laser range finder based and composed by four procedures: the segmentation, the classification, the tracking and the collision detection (see Fig. 3 ). Object detection is achieved by the segmentation of one or two consecutive scan sets, and vectorization of the segments found. Object tracking is also possible from the object classification procedure presented in this paper. Finally a collision detection procedure estimate future collisions between the robot and the objects detected.
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Our object detection method is quite similar to the Dietmayer et al. [6] method. Some modifications were introduced in the data preparation before the segmentation, and in the segments filtration process 141.
In this work the LRF has a scan angle of 180", with an angular resolution Aa. The laser range data measured in the instant k is represented by the set LRF, , of N data points P;, with angle a, and distance value r; .
A. Segmentation
The segmentation process is based in the computation of the distance between two consecutive scan points (see Fig.4 ), calculated by d(e,e+l) = 11e+, -ell = Jq:, +r3-25+,5 cos Acx (7) If the distance is less than the threshold chosen
with the point Pi+, belongs to the same segment as point P,. The constant CO allows an adjustment of the algorithm to noise and strong overlapping of pulses in close range [6] . The constant C, is the distance between consecutive points in each scan. This distance is also used to search the scan data, on the left and on the right, for points not selected in the data analysis. This operation gives the possibility to the algorithm to catch points with different dynamic activity from the rest of the points just selected, like edge segment comers. Special tests could be done to combine segments that probably belong to the same object.
Segments have a minimum size established in the beginning (3 points) though pairs and isolated scan points are rejected. This is a very simple way of noise filtering. applied to a hypothetical scan data.
B. Object Classificarion
Alter the basic segmentation process, the segments founded need to be described by a set ofpoints {A,B,C}, when: ( A } is the closest point to the sensor and the other two (B,C}, the two segment extremes. Object classification could be done with a certain probability, by matching the segment representation data, points (A,B,C}, with models of possible objects that could exist in the robot scene. Generally, most objects of interest in the robot's or vehicle environment are either almost convex or can be decomposed into almost convex objects. A database of such possible ob,jects is necessary, and a priori knowledge of the working environment is crucial to create it.
C. Object Tracking
In order to perceive the object motion it is necessary to select a reference point of the object which could be the segment centre or point A . Usually, segment point .4 is the one chosen [8, 61. In this work the tracking system is simulated and considered as optimal. because our goals are the validation of the scanning algorithms and the reactive navigation approaches. A discrete Kalman Filter based tracking system is under development.
D. Collision Detection
The collision detection process predicts inside a predetermined temporal window ( n time intervals) if any of the objects detected collide with the robot. This process is done assuming that the following statement is hue: 'two line segments do not intersect if their bounding boxes do not interseer' [5] . The bounding box of a geometric figure is the smallest rectangle that contains the figure and whose segments are parallel to the x-axis and y-axis. The hounding box of a line segment p I p z is represented by the rtxtangle (j),>2) with lower left point >, = (<,,j,) 
In this work, the bounding boxes represent objects and their predicted trajectory. It is assumed that all known dynamic activity are constant in the next n time samples (for example, with n=20 we can predict the collision of moving objects with lmis in a range of 4 m, with h=0.2s). In Fig. 5h ) it is presented the bounding boxes associated to all detected objects. The bounding box associated to the moving object in front of the robot represents the object and its trajec:tory for the next n time intervals.
E. Example
Using a SICK LMS 200 indoor LRF with a scanning frequency of 75Hz and an angular resolution of 0.5' for a 180" scan, we show in Fig. 5 , real comparing results between our two-scan object detection algorithm [4] and the one-scan object detection approach [6] , for a Scout robot moving with I d s in front of another Scout equipped with a LRF. From the two-scan algorithm results only data segments for moving objects, otherwise, the one-scan algorithm give us all the objects found in the scan data. Representation of the one-scan object detection approach [6] , with the bounding boxes used in the collision detection.
VI. REACTIVE LOCAL NAVIGATION METHOD
Our method, combines a LRF based object detection methodology with a velocity based approach, like the dynamic window. Similar to Fiorini's VO approach, we have a collision avoidance technique, which takes into account the dynamic constraints of the robot and the motion constraints of the nearby objects. As shown in figures 6a) and 6b), for the same situation, both approaches consider the dynamic constraints of the robot, throughout the RAV area in Fig. 6a) and the Vr search space of DW area in Fig. 6b ).
This method aims to calculate avoidance trajectories simply by selecting velocities outside a predicted collision cone, penalizing the cone and nearby velocity areas and adding a bonus to escape velocities. The new objective function to be maximised is:
(11) where the alignment of the robot to a goal position, the distance to the closest obstacles and its velocity can be combined with a bonuslpenalty function. Function bonus(v,w) is described as follows, areas. The value of Aw depends on the robots dynamic constraints and on collision detection information, such as the proximity to obstacles and relative velocities between the robot and the obstacles. This prevents the robot to get undesirable collisions, from unknown changes in the object path. The parameter AR is necessary to compensate the collision radius ? when the radius value is too big.
From the estimated robot position we calculate the trajectory collision radius through some trigonometric equalities. Knowing the robot's and object's actual position, P, and Po, and their actual velocities, it is easy to compute their estimated positions, and io (see Fig. 7 ).
Considering the inner triangles of the collision arc between the robot and objects estimated positions, we have MBC -ADBC , and the following equalities are hue,
All the components of the objective function are normalized to the interval [0, 1] . Parameters a, b and 6 are used to weight the different components.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Extensive simulation tests were done to validate and test the methods exposed above. A sensor model was created for the LRF with the following specifications: each scan has an angle of view of about 180", the maximum distance measured between the target and the sensor was 300 cm, with +I cm of accuracy. The sensor is centred with the robots coordinate axis, aligned with the motion axis.
The workspace is a typical indoor dynamic environment, a corridor with two escape ways for doors and a turn on the top, see Fig.8 . The workspace dimensions are similar to 6 ~ estimated collision radius.
narrow indoor real spaces, where the LRF is always detecting static objects, the building walls.
Objects were modelled as rectangular shapes, for people or other robots moving in the corridor. The user in the beginning of a new simulation could specify their moving direction, velocity and diameter. In all examples the robot started without any knowledge of the environment. Several tests were done to compare the basic DW approach, our reactive navigation system and the VO approach. A great effort was done to maintain similar as possible all simulation parameters. The optimization function used to select the best velocity in Vr and in RAV is equal to (3), with parameter values {a=O.8, p=0.5, &0.2). Some differences exist in the dist function settings, because one spans a (v,w) space and the other a Cartesian space.
In Fig.8 , we have an avoidance manoeuvre between two moving objects. The robot starts with v0=50cm/s aligned with the goal position. The robot must pass between to moving objects because the object in front is moving in the goal direction. All methods have a similar behaviour. Fig. 9a ) one of the goals of this work is shown. We have a robot moving aligned with the goal position, but the object in front is moving in the robots direction. The succes:$ of the avoidance manoeuvre is totally dependent on the relative velocity value between the robot and the moving ohjact. The velocity space of the basic DW approach represents only static information, so this approach can not deal with this situation. The concept of "select velocities that allow the robot to stop before it reaches a obstacle" is only h u e if there are not any moving object in the search space. With the basic DW the robot tries to keep the heading orientation as possible and some time later tries to avoid a moving object that it perceives as being static. The VO approach easily deal with this situations because the collision cones impels the robot automatically in a secure avoidance trajectory. Our reactive algorithm introduces in the velocity space a collision cone similar to the VO approach, giving to the DW approach the ability to deal with situations like this. In Fig. 9b ) an abortive manoeuvre is shown. Both strategies med to pass between the obstacles, and non of them have stopped without hitting the obstacles, or tried to follow the object moving to the goal direction with slow velocity.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Results from both reactive navigation strategies shows that both approaches deal with success to unforeseen changes in the environment or to unpredictable objects blocking their trajectories. Some of the advantages of the VO approach are concerned to its space (w,,~,) representation, which has robotobstacles collision information represented, giving to the robot the possibility to avoid obstacles as soon as they are detected. The (v,o) space only represents the robot's velocity limit to hit object in their sensory range limit.
Our local navigation scheme looks promising, in ithe way that it gives to the DW approach the possibility to avoid obstacles as soon as they are detected, too.
Future work will be done in local space representation (topological and geometric). A perception scheme that gives to the robot all local knowledg necessary to navigate between multiple moving object, negotiating secure trajectories, is necessary.
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